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Abstract

A multi-center impulsive model has been recently developed to characterize the dynamic feature of product energy distribution in photodissociation of formaldehyde, H$_2$CO$\rightarrow$CO + H$_2$. (J. Phys. Chem. A 2015, 119, 29) The model is extended to predict the vector correlations among transition dipole moment $\mu$ of the parent molecule, recoil velocity $v$ and rotational angular momentum $j$ of the fragments produced via transition state (TS) and roaming path. The correlation results of $\mu$-$j$, $j$-$j$ and $\mu$-$v$ vectors of the fragments are consistent with those reported using quasi-classical trajectory simulation on global potential energy surface. In contrast to the TS route, the vector properties via the roaming path are loosely correlated. This work offers an alternative method to study stereodynamics of photodissociation process, and is conducive to clarifying the origin of photofragment vector correlation especially for roaming pathway.
1. Introduction

Analysis of the vector properties in molecular photodissociation offers an efficient way to understand the related stereodynamics.\textsuperscript{1-5} Information on vector correlations among molecular transition moment, fragment recoil velocity, and fragment angular momentum is conducive to understanding the type of photo-excitation, dissociation lifetime, coherence in electronic state, dissociation mechanisms and the torques generated.\textsuperscript{1-15} The photofragment vector correlation was recently inspected to identify the so-called “roaming mechanism”\textsuperscript{16-37} in acetaldehyde (CH\textsubscript{3}CHO)\textsuperscript{16,19} and NO\textsubscript{3} (ref.17,18), but they showed distinctly different features. The photofragment rotational angular momenta of NO\textsubscript{3} along the roaming routes are strongly aligned in recoil frame\textsuperscript{17,18} whereas the photofragments of CH\textsubscript{3}CHO possess no significant alignment.\textsuperscript{16,19} The roaming trajectories are confined to the NO\textsubscript{3} molecular plane,\textsuperscript{17,18} but they become free from any constraint for aldehydes.\textsuperscript{16,19,21,32,33,36} As an alternative to the classical or quantum dynamical methods, this work aims to present a simple, generic dynamical model to look into the origin of vector properties especially for the roaming route.

The roaming mechanism that has been explored widely incorporates various processes showing distinct and complicated photofragment energy disposals. Several types of “roaming” were recently suggested\textsuperscript{38} to avoid ambiguity in nomenclature. They include (1) dissociation pathways with loose saddle points (SP) found in aldehydes, acetone, alkanes, HOOHO and C\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{4}OH,\textsuperscript{16,19,23,25,29,32,33,36} (2) multi-state “reactive funnel” picture\textsuperscript{31,37} involving internal conversion (IC) or intersystem crossing (ISC), such as methyl formate, formic acid, and methylamine,\textsuperscript{26-28,31,37} (3) isomerization-mediated paths found in nitrobenzene, NO\textsubscript{3} and CH\textsubscript{3}NO\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{17,18,24,30,34} and (4) bimolecular analogues\textsuperscript{39-45} including the newly suggested reaction, OH+HBr→H\textsubscript{2}O+Br.\textsuperscript{45}

Herein we focus on the photofragment vector correlation of type (1) mechanism characterizing the photodissociation of formaldehyde, H\textsubscript{2}CO→CO + H\textsubscript{2}. This reaction scheme serves as a benchmark of both tetratomic molecular photodissociation and roaming mechanism. The vector properties following dissociation via both routes of tight and roaming SP will be examined using an impulsive-based model\textsuperscript{46} without involving global potential energy surfaces (PESs). The prior treatments of impulsive
model are restricted to the cases of only one-bond fission.\textsuperscript{47-51} When the reaction is extended to multi-bond breaking/formation processes, the two-center impulsive model becomes insufficient to target such a multi-center problem that requires the information on impulse vectors and relative phase between any two velocity vectors.\textsuperscript{47} For this reason, we have recently developed a general multi-center impulsive model to successfully characterize the dynamical feature of the product energy distributions in \( \text{H}_2\text{CO}\rightarrow\text{CO} + \text{H}_2 \) via conventional transition state (TS) and roaming SP pathways.\textsuperscript{46}

The vector properties in photodissociation of formaldehyde have been thoroughly investigated. The photofragment angular momentum vectors via the tight SP pathway are perpendicularly aligned with respective to velocity vectors.\textsuperscript{47,52,53} Such \( v\bot j \) correlation implies that the reaction path is constrained on tetratomic plane and the \( j \) vector is parallel with the normal of the tetratomic plane.\textsuperscript{16,47,52,53-55} In addition, experimental results suggest that CO and H\(_2\) products favor co-rotation.\textsuperscript{47} Such \( j\cdot j \) correlation in tight SP pathway is also supported by QCT simulation.\textsuperscript{52,53} In contrast, photofragments via roaming trajectories possess no clear \( v\bot j \) and \( j\cdot j \) correlation\textsuperscript{53,55} theoretically, implying that those photofragments are produced via a floppy, unconstrained reaction pathway.\textsuperscript{16,53-55}

In this work, we extend the multi-center impulsive model\textsuperscript{46} to examine the vector quantities in \( \text{H}_2\text{CO}\rightarrow\text{CO} + \text{H}_2 \), attempting to demonstrate the possibility to predict the photofragment vector correlation. The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the key concepts of this model and the details about the treatment for vector quantities comprising angular momentum (\( j \)), velocity (\( v \)) and transition dipole moment (\( \mu \)). In Section III we analyze the \( v\cdot j \), \( \mu\cdot j \), \( \mu\cdot v \) and \( j\cdot j \) correlations associated with both tight SP and roaming pathways. The outcomes are compared with those obtained from previous studies.\textsuperscript{52,53} Based on these results, several important issues are raised and discussed, including (1) curvature effect of reaction path, (2) the fate of energy in statistical reservoir,\textsuperscript{46,50,51} and (3) the origin of the distinct feature in the roaming vector-correlation of aldehydes. Finally, limitations of the method adopted are summarized.

2. Computational Methods

(A) Photofragment Vector Correlation by Multi-Center Impulsive Model
The developed multi-center impulsive model \cite{46} relies on the concepts of separated statistical/impulsive reservoirs and hybrid Franck-Condon mapping (FCM)/modified impulsive model (MIM), similarly as the work reported;\cite{50,51} however, this model is capable of tackling the multi-center dissociating process after the following improvement:

(1) The multi-center impulse and torque are determined from \textit{ab initio} Hessian without using additional adjustable parameters.

(2) FCM usually evaluates overlapping integral of vibrational wavefunction,\cite{47,50} but neglects continuum wavefunctions in translational degree of freedom. Such treatment may bring about energy-inaccessible states occurring in a photofragment vibrational distribution, when dealing with vibrational distribution of newly-formed chemical bond(s) and its photolysis-wavelength dependence.\cite{46} For this reason, with the aid of internal energy distribution predicted from (1), an energy-weighing procedure (denoted as energy-weighted Franck-Condon mapping (EWFCM) in ref 46) was considered to eliminate the shortcomings.

(3) In order to remain momentum conservation without causing any unreasonable energy flow between photofragments, the fragmentary rigid impulsive (FRI) scheme\cite{46} is adopted to replace conventional rigid impulsive scheme (MIM).\cite{47-51}

(4) The zero-point vibrations of parent molecule are explicitly considered to provide distributions of scalar properties in either position or momentum domain.\cite{46}

Basing on the procedure described previously,\cite{46} this work aims to predict the vector properties of photofragments involving the effect of parent molecular vibration in both position and momentum domain. Further, instead of using an analytical distribution function, the rotational angular momentum is evaluated by vector addition between multi-center impulse and zero-point vibration. The rotational state-averaged vector properties of photofragments are obtained as follows. First, determine the atomic displacements and atomic velocity variation which are caused by zero-point vibrations. Then, calculate the vector properties, and finally, analyze the correlation between vector properties. The zero-point vibrations of the real parent modes at critical geometry are sampled by using Wigner distribution function (for example, see ref.56). The quasi-classical momentum ($p_i$) and position ($q_i$) distributions of N
harmonic oscillators in its vibrational ground state can be represented in terms of Wigner distribution.\textsuperscript{56}

\[ P_W(q_1, p_1, \ldots, q_N, p_N) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} W(q_i, p_i) \]

\[ W(q_i, p_i) = \frac{1}{\pi \hbar} e^{-m_i \omega_i q_i^2 / \hbar} e^{-p_i^2 / (2m_i \omega_i \hbar)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( W \) is the ground state Wigner distribution function (WDF) of one-dimensional harmonic oscillator, \( \omega_i \) and \( m_i \) are angular frequency and mass of \( i \)-th harmonic oscillator, respectively. The atomic velocities caused by zero-point vibrations are vector-added to the velocities from impulse in the frame of Cartesian coordinate. Geometric variations resulting from zero-point vibrations are taken into account similarly by adding atomic displacements to the molecular equilibrium geometry. A set of totally \( 2 \times (3N-7) \) random numbers is required to represent a point on \( 2 \times (3N-7) \) dimensional phase space which describes the vibrational motion of an \( N \)-atomic nonlinear molecule at its saddle point configuration. The atomic positions and momenta as sampled from \( 10^4 \) random number sets are then used to evaluate the distributions of vector properties including the bond axes of parent molecule, velocities and angular momenta of photofragments. The rotational angular momentum vector of an \( n \)-atomic photofragment is calculated classically in center-of-mass (c.m.) frame of photofragment by

\[ \vec{j} = \sum_n \vec{r}_n \times \vec{p}_n \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The vector correlation can be readily determined following the distribution of vector properties. Four types of photofragment vector correlations are demonstrated for the scheme, \( \text{H}_2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{H}_2^+\text{CO} \), including (1) photofragment v-j correlation, (2) photofragment \( \mu \)-j correlation, (3) \( \mu \)-v correlation, and (4) j-j correlation between two photofragments. This study considered only the available energy contained in the impulsive reservoir\textsuperscript{46,50,51} of each pathway. Impulsive reservoir is defined as the energy difference between the critical geometry and the product (zero-point energy is included.). Its value is estimated by summing the reaction exoergicity of 759 cm\(^{-1}\) and the threshold energy of 27720 cm\(^{-1}\) (ref.\textsuperscript{57,58}) for tight SP pathway or 30180 cm\(^{-1}\) (ref.\textsuperscript{59}) for roaming pathway.\textsuperscript{57,58} This study presents only the state-averaged results based on the photofragment rovibrational distribution reported\textsuperscript{46} and the
photofragment angular momentum distributions are counted in statistic without additional constraint of j vector norm.

(B) \textit{ab initio} Electronic Structure Calculation of $\text{H}_2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{H}_2^+\text{CO}$

All the single-reference and multi-reference electronic structure calculations in this study are performed via GAMESS electronic structure package.\textsuperscript{60,61} The geometry of roaming SP of $\text{H}_2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{H}_2^+\text{CO}$ is optimized at (8e,8o)-MRMP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level.\textsuperscript{62} The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)\textsuperscript{63} and vibrational frequencies of five real parent modes along the reaction path\textsuperscript{64} are calculated at the same level. For tight SP, the geometry and vibrational frequencies are calculated by using CR-CC(2,3) method\textsuperscript{65,66} with aug-cc-PVTZ basis function. In addition, in order to clarify the discrepancy between the QCT results\textsuperscript{52} and the impulsive approach, MP2 method with aug-cc-PVDZ basis set is also utilized for the tight SP pathway.

3. Results and Discussion

(A) Tight Saddle Point Pathway

Miller and co-workers performed QCT calculations\textsuperscript{52} for the $\text{H}_2\text{CO}$ photodissociation on an accurate global PES that was constructed based on empirical valence-bond model. Given the assumption of prompt photodissociation, the classical trajectories were initiated at the tight SP with an excess energy of 1800 cm$^{-1}$ (above zero-point energy (ZPE) level) deposited in imaginary mode.\textsuperscript{52} As a result, they found a series of significant vector correlations: such as, $\text{H}_2\text{CO}$ breaking into $\text{H}_2^+ \text{CO}$ is on a near-planar structure, the recoil velocity of CO is aligned perpendicular to both the transition dipole moment and its rotational angular momentum, and the alignment of $j_{\text{H}_2}$ and $j_{\text{CO}}$ favors co-rotation. In order for comparison with the QCT results,\textsuperscript{52} we adopt the same definition of the coordinate for the tight TS geometry. That is, for a near planar SP structure, transition dipole moment $\mu$ is parallel to the b axis of the molecular frame,\textsuperscript{52} given the assumption that the formaldehyde excited states such as $^1 \text{A}_1^+$ and others probed by Moore and coworkers belong to a b-type transition.\textsuperscript{47,52,67,68} This b axis is almost perpendicular to the CO bond and lies on the molecular plane. On the other hand, the photofragment recoil velocity $v$ in the molecular frame following a prompt dissociation of $\text{H}_2\text{CO}$ is defined by the polar angle $\theta_v$ and
azimuthal angle $\phi$. Similarly, the fragment rotational angular momentum $j$ is defined by $\theta_j$ and $\phi_j$ in recoil frame. Fig.1(a) displays the coordinate for transition state geometry and fragment.

The correlations among $\mu$, $v$ and $j$ vectors are evaluated and compared with those reported.\(^{52}\) As shown in Fig.2, a plot of the $v$-$j$ polar angle $\theta_{CO}$ and $\theta_{H_2}$ for the CO and $H_2$ fragments yields $90^\circ$, indicating $v$ is perpendicular to $j$. The recoil velocities of CO and $H_2$ lie in the tight SP plane, while their individual rotational angular momentum is perpendicular to this plane. As compared to the CO distribution (Fig.2a), the $H_2$ polar angle spreads from $30^\circ$ to $150^\circ$ (Fig.2b). The impulsive results are consistent with those by the QCT method, except that the QCT plot of $H_2$ polar angle shows a symmetric doublet with respect to the central peak.

Fig.3 shows the $\mu$-$j$ polar- and azimuthal-angle dependence of the CO production distribution. The former dependence peaks at $90^\circ$, indicating that the transition dipole moment is perpendicular to the CO rotational angular momentum. The $\mu$-$j$ azimuthal angle distribution peaking at $0^\circ$ reflects that the $j$ is parallel to the normal of the tetratomic plane ($yz$ plane in Fig1(a)), consistent with the prediction in Fig.2. Similarly, for the $H_2$ fragment the $\mu$-$j$ polar angle distribution peaks at $90^\circ$, as shown in Fig.4, and thus $j$ is anticipated to be perpendicular to $\mu$. However, the azimuthal angle dependence spreads widely peaking at $0^\circ$ or $360^\circ$, suggesting that $j_{H_2}$ be dominated by the parallel alignment with respect to the plane normal. The coupling with out-of-plane vibrational mode during the moment of photodissociation results in azimuthal angle variation. The evaluation by impulsive model is essentially consistent with the QCT prediction, except that a doublet $\mu$-$j$ polar angle distribution was obtained previously, different from a peak distribution in this work. As for the $j$-$j$ correlation, Fig.5 shows that the CO and $H_2$ rotational angular momentum favor co-rotation, despite a wide angle variation between $j_{CO}$ and $j_{H_2}$. The trend for the $j$-$j$ correlation is reasonable, because the $J_{CO}$ lies in parallel with the normal of the tetratomic plane, but the $j_{H_2}$ lies at a varied angle with respect to the plane normal. The results are also consistent with the QCT prediction.

The $\mu$-$v_{CO,H_2}$ correlation in which $v_{CO,H_2}$ is the relative recoil velocity of the CO-$H_2$ products is analyzed, despite observation hindrance by parent rotation.\(^{20}\) Miller and coworker\(^{52}\) obtained a $\mu$-$v_{CO,H_2}$ polar angle distribution from $20$ to $50^\circ$ peaking at $40^\circ$ using the CCSD PES, and thus the parallel transition is anticipated to
prevail slightly. A narrow azimuthal angle distribution peaks at 270°, suggesting a near-planar molecular dissociation for \( \text{H}_2\text{CO} \rightarrow \text{H}_2 + \text{CO} \). In comparison, as shown in Fig.6(a), the present work predicts the azimuthal angle of 270°, consistent with the QCT results, despite a slightly larger width. However, the impulsive model predicts the polar angle dependence peaking at 30° with the profile shifted to a smaller angle region (Fig.6(b)). The discrepancy may be explained in the following. The impulsive model assumes that an impulse exerted on the TS configuration results in the rupture of two fragments along a straight line. Such extrapolation of gradient is valid only when the curvature of reaction coordinate on PES is negligible. In fact, the minimum energy path could be curved.\(^{64,69}\) The curvature along the reaction coordinate should be mainly responsible for the discrepancy, given that the sudden approximation is valid for the impulsive model.

Despite the success in predicting photofragment rotational state distributions,\(^{46,47,70}\) how to take into account the curvature effect in the impulsive model becomes challenging. As shown in Fig.7(a), the IRC dependent energy and the corresponding gradient profile of the tight SP pathway (toward the product side) are evaluated at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level (Fig.7(a)). The scalar and vector properties of atomic acceleration at each IRC point are thus obtained by analyzing the atomic gradients. Fig.7(b) shows the fraction of CO rotational excitation and the directional variation of photofragment translational acceleration vectors. The results imply the following aspects. (1) Direction of relative velocity vector (\(v\)) of photofragment changes with respect to the molecular frame. Such variation is expressed by monitoring the change of polar angle between transition dipole moment (\(\mu\)) and the translational acceleration vector of CO. The fragment translational acceleration vector rotates about 18° on the \(yz\) plane, due to the curvature of reaction coordinate (red curve in Fig.7(b)). (2) Meanwhile, the fragment rotational acceleration vector rotates simultaneously on the \(yz\) plane. (3) Accordingly, \(v\)-\(j\) correlation is invariant with the curvature of reaction coordinate and thus can be successfully predicted herein. (4) The fraction of CO rotational excitation in acceleration remains almost constant (14%~11%) along the reaction coordinate. In contrast, the direction of relative velocity vector (\(v\)) of photofragment changes with respect to transition dipole moment (\(\mu\)) which is fixed in molecular frame. The curvature effect changes the directions of photofragment rotational/translational acceleration vectors, but leaves the vector norms (almost) unchanged (red curve in Fig.7(b)). That is why the impulsive models
can precisely predict photofragment energy distribution along the tight SP pathway and the ν-j correlation, irrespective of the curvature effect.

As for the μ-ν_{CO-H_2} angle deviation, we propose the following method to improve the impulsive results. This treatment is valid as long as the curvature effect behaves likely as a rotation of the acceleration vectors in three-dimensional space, with the vector norms being preserved. In the tight SP pathway, the treatment further assumes a simultaneous rotation of the translational and rotational acceleration vectors of photofragments without change of their lengths. Then, the following steps are taken to correct the μ-ν_{CO-H_2} correlation. (1) Obtain the vector distributions by impulsive model. (2) Perform a classical trajectory simulation initiated on the minimum energy path (MEP). In practice, the *ab initio* “on the fly” dynamic is applied starting at a SP configuration with a little kinetic energy (0.1 kcal/mol, ca.35 cm^{-1}) on the imaginary mode. (3) Determine the rotational angles (Ω) for the three-dimensional vector rotation. In this work, the rotational angle is defined as the angle between initial and final relative velocity vectors of photofragments (ν_{H_2-CO}). The initial velocity is determined based on the imaginary mode of the tight SP, and the final velocity is obtained from asymptotic velocity vector of the trajectory. (4) Rotate the whole relative velocity vector distribution by the same angle (Ω) and thus obtain the μ-ν_{H_2-CO} correlation. The corrected polar angle distribution becomes consistent with the QCT calculation, although the profile width is wider. For each vector property, the above improvement introduces only an extra parameter (Ω) which is provided by a classical trajectory along MEP. Its validity requires that the curvature effect of reaction coordinate does not alter the scalar properties of PED, i.e., the norm of vector is preserved. In terms of such an “elastic curvature approximation”, the capability of impulsive model is expanded to characterize the vector properties of PED.

Some distributions of vector correlations by Miller and coworkers\textsuperscript{52} yield a symmetric doublet such as ν-j and μ-j correlation of H_2 and μ-j correlation of CO, whereas the corresponding results by impulsive model usually show a peak profile. Such doublet may be attributed to the effect of out-of-plane bending mode (ν_4) which is known to be responsible for the width of ν-j correlational distribution. Fig.8 shows the position probability distribution of the ν_4 mode at ν=0-2 states. In vibrational excited states, the most probable molecular structure possesses doublet and tends to be non-planar, therefore the directions of ν and j vectors deviate to ν’ and j’ from the
tetrameric plane (yz) and its normal axis, respectively. In addition, Fig.8 illustrates how the v and j vector properties vary simultaneously with the vibrational motion. Thus, the v-j doublet structure becomes less pronounced in the QCT results (Fig.2). In the QCT calculations,\textsuperscript{52} five real vibrational modes at tight SP configuration were set at the zero-point energy state and the excess energy about 1800 cm\textsuperscript{-1} was deposited to the imaginary mode along the reaction coordinate. Therefore, the doublet character in the vector correlation plots may be caused by the \( v_4 \) mode excitation (877 cm\textsuperscript{-1} obtained from CR-CC(2,3) computation) through the coupling between reaction coordinate and transverse modes. It is well known that such coupling is driven by the curvature of reaction path.\textsuperscript{64,69}

(B) Roaming Saddle Point Pathway

Unlike the tight SP, the roaming SP is far from the condition of sudden limit and thus the impulsive model cannot work properly. As reported previously,\textsuperscript{46} the product energy disposal (PED) via roaming pathway has been examined by varying molecular configurations along the edge of the plateau-like IRC. The obtained PED results appear similar to each other, but the configuration C3 defined in the previous paper\textsuperscript{46} yields the minimum translational energy and shows quantitative consistency with the experimental results.\textsuperscript{20} Thus, this configuration is selected as the critical geometry to evaluate the vector quantities in this work (Fig.1(b)). Different from the tight SP with a planar structure, this configuration possesses chirality (see Fig.1(b)) and thus the following simulation takes into account two enantiomers with equivalent contribution. Fig.9 shows a v-j polar angle distribution, in comparison with the corresponding correlation via the tight SP pathway. The v-j polar angles of H\textsubscript{2} fragment peak around 70°-110° with a wider spread of the angle distribution for the roaming mechanism. For the CO fragment, a much wider polar angle distribution is found in contrast to a very narrow distribution via tight SP mechanism. Further, double maxima which are ascribed to the two chiral enantiomers can be observed, peaking at 60° and 120°. We expect that the doublet feature may be smashed, if anharmonicity is included in the treatment that should result in further scrambling of the angle distribution. Because roaming follows a more floppy reaction route, the recoil velocity and the rotational angular momentum are loosely correlated with respect to the tight SP route. Further, while examining the \( \mu-v \) correlation, Fig.10 shows the azimuthal angle dependence...
that yields the maximum population at either 20° or 340°, favoring H₂CO dissociation out of the molecular surface. On the other hand, the polar angle distribution shows the maximum population around 75° -105°, suggesting that the fragments are produced in a large phase space. While combining the polar angle and the azimuthal angle distributions, the fragments produced via the roaming pathway occupy a much larger velocity vector space than that generated by the tight SP pathway. The results again reveal the floppy nature of roaming pathway. The j-j polar angle distribution is also inspected in Fig.11, showing the maximum population around 70°-110°, indicating that CO and H₂ rotational angular momentum tend to be slightly perpendicular to each other, in contrast to co-rotation behavior dominated along the tight SP pathway. By comparing with the QCT result of H₂ fragment with νHH >4 which stems mainly from the roaming route, the trend is consistent except for the two regions at >160° and <20°. Again, the discrepancy may be attributed to the neglect of anharmonicity in our impulsive treatment.

Our impulsive model not only reproduces the distinct features of vector correlations for the two pathways, but also provides new insight into the “roaming signature” in photofragment vector properties. Despite lack of the vector correlation experiments found in H₂CO via the roaming pathway, the loose v-j correlation along the roaming pathway was widely recognized as the consequence of the delayed, randomized fragment-reorienting motion. However, we offer an alternative interpretation based on the analysis of model calculations. Impulsive models predict the dynamical behavior via the impulse at a critical geometry (see Fig.1(b)), which is fixed at the edge of the plateau-like IRC, without discerning how the molecules evolve to it. Accordingly, the loose vector correlation simulated by the impulsive model does not depend on the floppy, roaming motion. Instead, the vector properties different from the tight SP route are strongly influenced by the floppy transverse vibrational motions which are perpendicular to the gradient at critical geometry. In short, the distributions of photofragment vector properties (j vector as example) are governed essentially by the norms of impulse and transverse vibrations. A larger impulse norm (jIMP) results in a narrower spread of the total vectors (jTOT), whereas a larger zero-point vibration norm (jZP) results in a wider spread. The photofragment velocity and angular momentum vectors via a roaming route show the following features: (1) a short CO jIMP because of low
rotational excitation by impulse, (2) a short $H_2^{IMP}$ because of most excess energy flow into $H_2$ vibration, (3) a short $v^{IMP}$ because of low translational excitation by impulse, and (4) a long $j^{ZP}$ because of large variation on molecular geometries by low-frequency modes. Accordingly, the above effects lead to broader, loosely correlated vector distributions.

**(C) Limitation of Impulsive Model**

Despite simplicity and capability in predicting photofragment vector correlation, several limitations of this treatment cannot be ignored. (1) The separated statistical/impulsive reservoirs$^{50,51}$ are adopted in this model, but the validity of such assumption to vector quantities remains unknown. This work focuses on impulsive reservoirs and the effect of statistical reservoir is not examined. (2) This method highly relies on the IRC construction along which configurations with the dividing surfaces are located. Thus, the reaction path must be known. (3) The validity of sudden approximation is required. (4) The local PES construction for impulsive reservoir and state counting in statistical reservoir (not examined in this work) are based on harmonic approximation. Anharmonicity of parent molecular vibrations is not considered. (5) As mentioned above, curved reaction path may sometimes be dealt with.

4. Conclusion

A multi-center impulsive model is extended to analyze the photofragment vector correlation of the reaction, $H_2CO \rightarrow CO + H_2$. Alternative to the QCT calculations on a global PES, the model is capable of reproducing consistent trends of the photofragment vector correlations especially via a tight SP pathway. The outcome allows us to characterize stereodynamic behavior of the reaction and to gain deep insight into the origin of vector properties. The loose vector correlation along the roaming pathway was popularly recognized as a result of the delayed, randomized fragment-reorienting motion. Nevertheless, the impulsive model predicts such dynamical behavior via the impulse at a selected configuration along the plateau-like IRC without the knowledge of molecular evolution. The characterization of vector distribution seems to be less influenced by the roaming motion. Instead, we propose
that the floppy photofragment vector correlation in formaldehyde via the roaming pathway should be attributed to a combined effect occurring at the critical geometry from which (1) the low rotational excitation is generated by the impulse, in significant coupling with (2) the low-frequency parent vibrations perpendicular to the reaction coordinate.
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Figure Captions

**Fig.1**  The vector quantities of parent molecule and photofragments: transition dipole moment $\mu$, velocities ($v_{CO}, v_{HH}$), and rotational angular momentum ($j_{CO}, j_{HH}$), and the definition of molecular frame for critical geometry of each pathway. (a) tight saddle point with vibrational displacements of imaginary mode (red arrows). The transition dipole moment $\mu$ is along the b axis and four atoms are located on the molecular plane (yz). (b) geometry selected for roaming pathway (see text). Yellow arrows represent the direction and relative magnitudes of the atomic acceleration vectors calculated from gradient.

**Fig.2**  $v$-$j$ correlation for (a) CO and (b) $H_2$ fragments. The QCT result was adopted from ref.52.

**Fig.3**  $\mu$-$j$ correlation for CO fragment. (a) polar angle distribution, and (b) azimuthal angle distribution. The polar angle is defined as the angle between transition dipole moment $\mu$ (z axis) and j vector of CO, while the azimuthal angle is defined on xy plane with the positive x direction set as zero. The QCT result was adopted from ref.52.

**Fig.4**  $\mu$-$j$ correlation for $H_2$ fragment. (a) polar angle distribution, and (b) azimuthal angle distribution. The polar and azimuthal angles have the same definition as in Fig.3. The QCT result was adopted from ref.52.

**Fig.5**  The distribution of polar angle between rotational angular momentum vectors $j_{CO}$ and $j_{H2}$ (the j-j correlation). The QCT result was adopted from ref.52.

**Fig.6**  (a) azimuthal angle distribution between the transition dipole moment $\mu$ and the relative velocity $v_{H2,CO}$ of the $H_2$-CO products. (b) polar angle distribution between $\mu$ and $v_{H2,CO}$. The impulsive results are predicted with and without curvature effect included (see text). The QCT result was adopted from ref.52.

**Fig.7**  Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) of tight SP pathway by MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculation. (a) Energy (red) and gradient magnitude (black); (b) Fraction of CO rotational excitation (red) and the polar angle (black) between transition dipole moment ($\mu$) and the acceleration vector of CO translation which is evaluated from gradient at each IRC point.

**Fig.8**  Effect of $v_4$ out-of-bending mode (877 cm$^{-1}$). The probability density distributions of harmonic wavefunctions ($\nu=0$-2) are plotted versus normal mode
coordinate. In vibrational excited states, the most probable molecular structure is no longer planar and possesses doublet, therefore the directions of \( v \) and \( j \) vectors deviate to \( v' \) and \( j' \) from the tetratomic plane (yz) and its normal axis, respectively. The net effect of such vibrational excitation is to form doublet in \( \mu-v \) and \( \mu-j \) correlation, but not \( v-j \) correlation, since the \( v, j \) vectors deviate simultaneously (\( v \rightarrow v', j \rightarrow j' \)).

**Fig.9** \( v-j \) correlation of (a) \( H_2 \) and (b) \( CO \) fragments produced via roaming path. The correlation via the tight SP mechanism calculated from QCT and impulsive methods are included for comparison.

**Fig.10** (a) azimuthal angle distribution between the transition dipole moment \( \mu \) and the relative velocity \( v_{H_2-CO} \) of the \( H_2-CO \) products obtained via roaming path. (b) polar angle distribution between \( \mu \) and \( v_{H_2-CO} \) via roaming path. The spatial distributions via the tight SP pathway calculated from QCT and impulsive methods are included for comparison. QCT result was adopted from ref.52.

**Fig.11** polar angle distribution between \( CO \) rotational angular momentum \( j_{CO} \) and \( H_2 \) rotational angular momentum \( j_{H_2} \) via the roaming path. The QCT results initiated from tight SP geometry (ref.52) and equilibrium geometry(ref.53), and our impulsive method are included for comparison.
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(a) [Graph showing energy (kJ/mol) and mass-weighted gradient (Hartree/amu^{1/2}Bohr) as a function of intrinsic reaction coordinate (amu^{1/2}Bohr)].

(b) [Graph showing fraction of CO rotational excitation (%) and angle (degree) as a function of intrinsic reaction coordinate (amu^{1/2}Bohr)].
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